Meat additives carcinogenic

(continued from page 1)

convert some nitrogen compounds or even the nitrogen in the air into carcinogenic or nitrous compounds. The danger, according to Newberne, that whatever our bodies gain in extra nitrites from additives in processed meat might overcome the body defenses and cause cancer. This extra amount has been estimated by the FDA to be 20 percent of all the nitrites that enter or are produced in the body.

Newberne’s research has also shown that certain vitamins such as ascorbic acid (vitamin C) can neutralize the nitrites so that they can not be converted to nitrosamines, but that they also neutralize the effects against botulism.

Newberne is also involved in other areas of cancer study. He is Dept. Heads are picked slowly

By Lily Martin
Editor’s note: This article, the first in a three part series on Department Heads, focuses on how they are chosen and how they view their jobs.

Choosing a new Department Head in a school at MIT is a long, tedious process. It typically involves extensive research leading to a recommendation by a search committee, appointment by the school’s Dean and final approval by an administrative committee composed of the President, Provost and Chancellor.

Head of the Department of Mechanical Engineering Herbert Richardson ’53 was recommended for his post by a search committee having two faculty members from each of the department’s three divisions and two from outside the department. William Hawthorne of Cambridge University’s Department of Mechanical Engineering served as a consultant. The Dean of the School of Engineering asked all mechanical engineering faculty members to provide inputs, and the search committee interviewed most of them personally.

The Head of the Department of Civil Engineering, Frank Perkins ’55 is an example of one who had clearly stated that he did not want the position when it became available initially. Perkins, however, was asked by the Dean of the School of Engineering to be active as Head as well as the search committee chairman — logical choices he feels, since he did not want the job, but, ironically, they led to his changing his mind.

He gained awareness of support for him throughout the faculty and discovered that he felt reasonably comfortable as Department Head. These factors led to Perkins’ accepting the job after being recommended by the rest of the search committee.

Department heads made mostly positive comments about their job. Kenneth Hoffman, Head of the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Jack Kernerbruck, said that he considered it an honor to succeed people like Jerome Hunskeler, one of aviation’s founders, along with the Wright Brothers, and Charles Draper, founder of the Draper Laboratory. Edgar Brown, Head of the Department of Economics said, “You’re kind of keeper of what you think the department wants you to do.”

The one typical complaint, on the other hand, was the dissatisfaction over reduced involvement in teaching and research. Head of the Department of Physics, Herman Feshbach pointed out, “My central aim in life is to do research and educate the young.”
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DON’T MISS TALKING TO THE HUGHES RECRUITER VISITING YOUR CAMPUS SOON.
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Never buy contact lenses blindly.

Your eyesight is priceless, so how can you be sure of getting first-quality contact lenses? Trust the professionals at Lechmere. Of the 10 brands of contact lenses available at Lechmere, only $99.00 — contact lenses approved by the Food and Drug Administration, we buy only those of the highest quality. This assures you of safety, comfort and visual acuity. Plus, you save money! Our skilled opticians can fit you with soft contact lenses for just $99.00 — Lechmere’s lowest price! Come to Lechmere! You’ll see the difference in contact lenses!

Soft Contacts ’99

Hard Contacts ’99

SPECIAL OFFERS WITH THIS AD FREE American Optical SUN-GLASSES, 3 Styles, value up to $5.00 with any contact lens order, $6.00 with any Lens order over $30.00.
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An invitation from IBM to discuss your career.

Wednesday, October 18

at the M.I.T. Placement Office.

If you are thinking about a career in engineering or computer science, IBM is certainly one company you should consider.

IBM provides a uniquely creative environment in which talented people are encouraged to accept the challenge and responsibility offered by one of the prime growth industries: information technology.

We can offer you a remarkable variety of career opportunities in many areas. Come and talk with us. We’ll be at M.I.T. all day, October 18. The Placement Office will be happy to set up an appointment.

In the meantime, if you would like to know more about us and the many opportunities we offer, our career brochures are available at the Placement Office.
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IBM Corporation

One Barker Avenue

White Plains, NY 10601
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